
Sew shopping bag
Instructions No. 1884

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 2 Hours

You still need a nice shopping bag? No problem - with ours Jute fabric combined with one you can conjure Motif fabric up a
natural looking bag. It is also perfect for wrapping gifts or for giving away as a gift yourself.

This is how you sew the bag:
Cut a Fabric cut 42 cm (width) × 45 cm (height) cm jute fabric with a seam allowance of approximately 2 cm. 

From the motif fabric linen look "Freya" you need two of approx. 42 ( Fabric cuts width) x 25 (height) cm with a seam
allowance of 1 cm. A long edge is always folded in. The fold is 2 cm 

Now the two Fabric cuts are sewn to the jute fabric. To do this, place the motif fabric on the longer side of the jute fabric right
sides together and sew the sides together. Now sew the fabric label by hand in the desired position. 

Then the sides are sewn shut. To do this, fold your entire Fabric cut centre right sides together and sew the open sides
together. 



Now unfold the corners of the bottom of the bag so that the side seams and the bottom folds are exactly on top of each other.
This way triangles are created. The seam allowances are folded apart. To help, insert a needle into the fabric to fix it.
Topstitch vertically from corner to corner and cut away the tip of the triangle. 

Now topstitch two edges of the bottom to create a pocket bottom. Now turn the bag over and topstitch the sides as well as the
flaps. 

Now the eyelets can be attached. To do this, insert the eyelets into the fabric according to the instructions and thread the
Cord for the handles. Make knots at the end of each Cord one so that it can no longer slip through the eyelet. 

Optionally, you can also iron Jute fabric fleece on the and Motif fabric the to get a stable bag. You can also sew an inside
pocket into your bag 

For the inside pocket: You need two of Fabric cuts approx. 42 x 42 cm with a seam allowance of 1 cm. This is also sewn
together at the sides and bottom. Proceed as described above for the bottom and sides. The inside pocket is not turned over. 

Turn the outside pocket over and place the inside pocket in the outside pocket. Now fold in the outside pocket twice and then
sew the edge with the inside pocket from the right. 

Shorten the seam allowances to the same width and trim them. A zigzag stitch is sufficient. If you like, you can also
use an overlock machine.

Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

657433 VBS Jute fabric 1

10633 Motif fabric linen look "Freya" 1

393508 VBS Sewing thread set "Assorted colours" 1

VBS Jute fabric

15,99 €
(1 m2 = 8,77 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/vbs-jute-fabric-a93733/


393591 VBS Label "Handmade", 100 pieces 1

460170 VBS Cotton cord 1

Article number Article name Qty
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